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Simple vocabulary words for ielts pdf
IELTS is one of the most widely taken English proficiency tests for admissions to universities abroad. It is essential to understand the exam pattern and follow a well-structured study plan in order to get a high IELTS score. The exam evaluates the English Reading, Listening, Writing and Speaking skills of the students.
Refined vocabulary is a prominent part of the IELTS Syllabus as it helps students in each exam segment. This blog focuses on important words, exercises and tips to improve vocabulary for IELTS. How to Improve English Vocabulary? Vocabulary for IELTS: Preparation Tips Here are a few tips to make your vocabulary
more proficient: Read more articles, blogs, texts etc. of your choice in order to build your vocabulary. This habit will ensure that you come across new words and this will also give you a better understanding of the usage of the word.In case you don’t have time to read and build your vocabulary then you can go through
various lists of important words for IELTS. You can start with 10 words and then do 15 words the next day and then 20 after that. This will help you focus on the words relevant for the exam.Listen to podcasts and TED talks and keep a track of words the speaker is using. This will help you to understand the effect of using
different words.Sign up for ‘a word a day’ email blast.Use flashcards to memorize the words.Play scrabble and other word building games in your free time. 100 Common Difficult Idioms with Examples List of Words for IELTS Vocabulary Here are a few words to build your vocabulary for IELTS: Range: distance from low
to highAttribute: to give credit forTradition: what people normally doEstimate: take a guessMelancholy: sadness/despairExpose: show something hiddenEmbellish: add details to somethingLucid: something easy to understandArchaic: something very oldAudacity: boldnessJovial: merryDiligent: careful and
hardworkingMundane: routineUnprecedented: never done beforeExtrapolate: estimate or concludeBanish: get rid ofParagon: best of its kindRetract: take backEmpathetic: relating to others’ feelingsVariance: quality of being different Here is a set of 50 Difficult words with meanings to master the IELTS Vocabulary!
Category-wise Vocabulary for IELTS Here are some important words as per category for IELTS preparation- Direct Mail: Letters and adverts are sent directly To cusTomers. This is a direct approach with a select audience.Radio Advertising: This approach reaches a target audience and relies on them listening To a
particular station. However, the message can easily be forgotten.Text Messages: These promotions reach a target audience in real-time but they have a limited number of characters in the text.Internet Pop-ups: They can impact a viewer and allow them easy access To the product. However, they can be annoying,
intrusive and some even crash the system.Email Advertising: Direct advertising To the cusTomer. It is cost effective as long as the cusTomer database is up-To-date.Flyers: Small flyers with printed information handed out To cusTomers face To face. They can be attractive and informative but also costly. Business
Environment To balance the books: To not spend more money than you are earningTo be self-employed: To work for yourself/ To not work for an employerTo cold call: To make a sales call To someone without asking them for permission firstcut throat competition: When one company lowers its prices, forcing other
companies To do the same, sometimes To a point where business becomes unprofitableTo do market research: To do research inTo what potential cusTomers would or wouldn’t buyTo draw up a business plan: To write a plan for a new businessTo drum up business: To try To get cusTomersTo earn a living: To earn
moneyTo go bust: when a business is forced To close because it is unsuccessful Fashion World Fashion House: A company that sells (usually expensive) new styles in clothesFashion Icon: A person who is famous for their sense of fashionFashion Show: aAn event where models show off the latest in fashion designsTo
get dressed up: To put on nice clothes, often To go out somewhere specialTo go out of fashion: To not be in fashion any moreHand-me-downs: Clothes that are passed down from older brothers or sisters To their younger siblingsTo have an eye for (fashion): To be a good judge ofTo have a sense of style: The ability To
wear clothes that look stylish Food Processed Food: Commercially prepared food bought for convenienceA Quick Snack: To eat a small amount of food between mealsA Ready Meal: See ‘processed food’A Slap Up Meal: A large mealTo Spoil Your Appetite: To eat something that will stop you from feeling hungry when
it’s mealtime.A Take Away: A cooked meal prepared in a restaurant and eaten at homeTo Tuck Into: to eat something with pleasureTo Wine and Dine: to entertain someone by treating them to food and drink Check out this video to get a hold of IELTS Band 9 Vocabulary- Courtesy: E2 IELTS 100+ Common Metaphors
with Meaning Vocabulary Exercises Practising sample papers and taking regular mock tests in attaining a better IELTS score. It also helps in mastering difficult topics. Based on IELTS paper, we have curated an IELTS vocabulary exercise for you: Before handing out a _____ , the circumstances of the crime should be
taken under consideration. (suspect/sentence/crime/decision)What is the meaning of acknowledge? a. To become sick through contaminated food.b.To admit or recognise that something is true.c. To show great knowledged.To deny something’s existence. What is the meaning of acquiescing? a. Agree to something
without protestingb. To remember one’s pastc. To draw water outd. To flow like liquid My teacher encouraged us to take part in________ in order to develop skills beyond the classroom curriculum.I used to find complicated calculations difficult as well as algebra but when we got a new _____ teacher, it became
easier.Categorize the following as formal or informal clothing/accessories.BagsShortsTieShirtJeansTrousers BlazerT-shirtBangles SuitFlipflopsI had no clue what she was talking about, then suddenly she asked a question which I couldn’t understand so I just______ my shoulders and left.During the meeting, I could feel
myself getting impatient and my foot started ____ on the floor.One of my favourite subjects was _____ because you had the chance to go out and learn more about the environment.Name any four wind instruments. Answers SentenceTo admit or recognize that something is true.To agree to something without
protestingExtra-curricularsMathAnswers:Bags (formal/informal)Shorts (informal)Tie (formal)Shirt (formal)Jeans (informal)Trousers (formal)Blazer (formal)T-shirt (informal)Bangles (informal)Suit (formal)Flipflops (informal)Shrugged TappingNatural scienceAnswer:SaxophoneTrumpetPipesTubaOboeClarinet Vocabulary for
IELTS PDF Here is a practice worksheet for you to ace the Vocabulary for IELTS- Vocabulary for IELTS WorksheetDownload We hope our blog helped you in improving your vocabulary for IELTS. Leverage Edu provides excellent online IELTS preparation. Ranging from personalized study plans to detailed doubts
clearing sessions, our expert faculty ensures that students get the best scores! Get in touch with us to start your IELTS preparation. simple vocabulary words for ielts speaking. simple vocabulary words for ielts pdf
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